The simple lines of Zürich II make this series a timeless classic. Designed at a slightly smaller scale than the original Zürich seating collection, Zürich II is inviting and provides maximum luxury and comfort.

Zürich II was developed for use in public spaces and features many updated design details. Two new leg options are available with Zürich II. The seat cushion is removable. The back cushion is fixed to enhance longevity of use, making this seating collection ideal for high-use and public areas. The collection is available in leather and fabric, or a combination of contrasting colors and upholstery.

**Frame:**
Three-quarter inch plywood frame construction with webbed suspension.

**Seat and Back:**
Seat and back cushions are soft foamed over cut polyurethane foam. An additional layer of energy absorbing foam is added to the seat for greater comfort and longer wear.

**Special Features:**
Two options are available for the base of the sofa, wood feet or stainless steel pod feet. The wood foot is available in standard Nienkämper veneers and stains. The steel pod foot is available in polished chrome or a brushed metal finish.
The Zürich collection: beautiful from any angle.

Zürich II
Design: Nienkämper

Classic design conveys a fundamental truth: simplicity, quality and comfort are timeless.
The simple lines of Zürich II make this series a timeless classic. Designed at a slightly smaller scale than the original Zürich seating collection, Zürich II is inviting and provides maximum luxury and comfort.

Zürich II was developed for use in public spaces and features many updated design details. Two new leg options are available with Zürich II. The seat cushion is removable. The back cushion is fixed to enhance longevity of use, making this seating collection ideal for high-use and public areas. The collection is available in leather and fabric, or a combination of contrasting colors and upholstery.

Frame:
Three-quarter inch plywood frame construction with webbed suspension.

Seat and Back:
Seat and back cushions are softafort over cut polyurethane foam. An additional layer of energy absorbing foam is added to the seat for greater comfort and longer wear.

Special Features:
Two options are available for the base of the sofa: wood feet or stainless steel pod feet. The wood foot is available in standard Nienkämper veneers and stains. The steel pod foot is available in polished chrome or a brushed metal finish.